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FACTORING MULTIVARIATE INTEGRAL POLYNOMIALS 
A.K. LENSTRA 
Centre_for Mahemarics and Computer Science, Kruislaa 41-1, I098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Abstract. We preselzt an algorithm to factorize polynomials in several variables with integral 
coefficients that is pol),nomial-time in the degrees of the polynomial to be factored, for any fixed 
number of variables. Our algorithm generalizes the algorithm presented by Lewra, Lznstra Jr. ant’ 
Lovaisz ( 1982) to factorize integral polynomials in one variable. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of factoring polynomials with integral coefficients remained open 
for a long time, i.e., no polynomial-time algorithm was known. The best known 
algorithms took exponential-time lin the worst case; these algorithms had to consider 
a possibly expc nent$ number of combinations of p-adic factors before the true 
factors could bd iound or irreducibility could be decided. In [I] it was proven that 
the problem of factorization in Z[X] belongs to NPnco-NP, which made its 
membership of P quite likely [2]. That this was indeed the case, was proven in [7] 
where a polynomial-time algorithm for factoring in Z[X] was given. This algorithm 
is based on three observations: 
( 1 .I ) The multiples of t!egree OII of a p-adic factor together form a lattice in Zw’. 
i i 3 If this p-adic factor is computed up to a high enough precision, then the 
factor we are looking for is the shortest vector in the lattice. 
(1.3) An approximation of the shortest vector in such a lattice can be found bv . 
means of the so-called basis reduction t@orithm. 
In this paper we show that ( 1 .I ) and ( 1.2) can be generalized to polynomials in 
P[X,, x2,. . . , X,] in an elementary way, for any t 2 2. Combined with the ssme 
basis reduction algorithm as in ( 1.3), this leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for 
factoring in B[X,, X2,. . . , X,]. In [S] the present author shows that the above three 
points can be applied to various other kinds of polynomial factoring problems as 
well (like multivariate polynomials over finite fields or over algebraic number fields). 
Another approach to multivariate integral polynomial factorization is given in 
[T .I. Thxe, the multivxiate case is reduced in polynomial-time to the univariate 
case, and the univariate case is handled’by the algorithm from [7]. 
For practical purposes we do not recommend any of these polynomial-time 
algorithms: their running time will be dominated by the rather slow basis reduction 
algorithm. For polynomials in h[X,, X,, . . . , X,] the algorithm from [ 1 O] for instance 
is very useful, although it is exponential-time in the worst case. 
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We restrict ourselves in this article to integral polynomials in two variables: the 
multivariate case immediately follows from this. In Section 2 we present an important 
result from [7, Section 11 concerning the basis reduction algorithm mentioned in 
( t .3). The generalizations of ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) to polynomials in Z[X, Y] are described 
in Section 3, and in Section 4 we give an outline of the factoring algorithm, and we 
analyse its running time. 
2. The basis reduction algorithm 
The basis reduction algorithm from [7, Section 11 makes it possible to determine 
in polynomial-time a reasonable approximation of the shortest vector in a lattice. 
We will not give a description of the algorithm here. It will suffice to summarize 
those results from [7, Section 11 that we will need here. 
Let hl, b?, . . . . b,, E ii!” be linearly, independent. For our purposes we may assume 
that the n x n matrix having 6,, R,, . . . , b,, as columns is upper-triangular. The 
i-dimensional lattice L, c Z’ with basis i/,, h,, . . . , hi is defined as Li =‘_i__, Zb, - 
IT” _,_, r,bi:r,EZ). We put L= L,. 
2.1. Proposition (cf. [7, (I .I I ), (1.261, (1.37)]). Lcf BE E -? he such that 
I s j 5 n, whew I[ denotes the ordinary Euclidean length. The basis reduction algorith 
as described in [7, ( t . IS )] determiv~es a uector b E L such that b hcl~mgs to a basis jhr 
L, and such that lbl’s 2” ‘IsI’ .f or et?ery x E L, .Y f 0; the algorithm takeo O( Aog B) 
elementary operations w integers havitrg binnry length 0( tt log B ). Furthermwe, 
during the jirst O( i’ lag B) operatkms ( or1 ifttegers hauing biwry length 0( i lclp BH, 
t:ectws .rS, E Li are determined such that lb, 1’ s 2’ ’ ISi I’ jiw euery Y, E L,, X, f 0, jk 
15 is;. 
So, we can find a reasonable approximation of the shortest vector in L in 
polynomial-time. Rut also we find, during this computation, approximations of the 
Aortest vectors of the lattices Li without any time loss. 
3. Factors and lattices 
We describe how to generalize ( I. 1 1 and ( I .Z) to polynomials in Z[S, 1’1. Let 
j’~- Z[ X, Y’] be h t e polynomial to be tktored ; we may ~SSUIII~ that j’ has IN) multiple 
fiictorc., i.e., f‘ is syuare:free. Furthermore we assume that ,f’ is primitice with respect 
to .P i c., the greatest common divisor of the coetlicients in Z[ Y] of j‘ equals one. 
V.6: denote by &.f‘ and ii,,j”the degrees of./‘ in A’ ;lnd 1’ respectively, nnd by k(f) 
the dcu !ing cw<[ficietzt off with respect to X. We put rlk = (SK/’ and 11~ = &f: 
SU~~XY+C that we ;lre given ;1 prime r:!urnber p, an integer s iind a positi1.e integer 
A. 135 (pk. .!&I we denote the ideal generated by II’ and ( 1’ - sj” ‘, for some integer 
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12 0. In Section 4 we will see how to find a polynomial h E Z[X, Y] such that: 
(3.1) lc(h) = I, 
(3.2) (h mod( ph, S,,,. )) divides (f mod( pk, Sfi, )) in B[X, Y]/( p”, Sny ), 
(3.3) (h mod( p, So)) E (Z/c,Z)[X] is irreducible in (BIpZ)[X], 
(3.4) i h mod( p, S,))” does not divide ($mod( p, So)) in (Z/pZ)[X]. 
We put 1=&h; ~004611~. 
Let ham Z[X, Yl bt the up to sign unique irreducible factor of f for which 
(h mod( p, So)) divides (ho mod( p, So)) in (B/pB)[X] (or equivalently 
(Ir mod( ph. S”,. )) divides (II,, mod( pk, S,,)) in Z[X, Y]/( pk, S,,,.), cf. [7, (2.5)]). 
(3.5). Let my and nit, be two integers with Is m,x < and 05 6 &AC(~). We I 
define f. as the collection of polynomials g E Z[X, Y] such that 
(8 &g s m,\, 
(ii) &gs n, 
(iii) SJc( g) s nl); 
(iv) (h mod( p’, S,, )) divides ( g mod( pk. S,,.)) in Z[X, Y]/( pk, S,,.). 
Putting At = my ( P>. + I i t ml, + 1 it is not difficult to see that L is an M-di’mensional 
lattice contained ‘r, a”‘, where we identify polynomials in L and M-dimensional 
vectors in the usual way l i.e., 1:“:) ’ C:!.,, a,,x’Yj+~~‘1!;~ a,,,X”‘SY is identified with 
(a,“,9 %I. l . * 3 a,,,, al,,, l ’ * , Q,“,- In,9 a,,,o, l ’ l 9 Q,,.,,,.)). Because of (3.1) a basis for 
L is given by 
(i= rn,\ and Osj~ my)}. 
This generalizes ( 1 .I ) (cf. [7, (2.6)]). We now come to ( 1.2). The height g,,, of a 
polynomial g is defiiied as the maximal absolute value of any of its integral 
coefficients. We prove that, if k and s are suitably chosen, then a vector of small 
height in L must lead to a factorization of J 
3.6. Proposition. Suppse fhaf g E L sn fisfies 
(3.7) j.+ ” 1 (e”\ “lb_ f;,,.,,d ( ny + i )( 11,. + i ))“‘N (g,,J( nls + 1 jb+ + i ))“y 
mu1 
- 
(3.5) pk >(e”~+“~f~~,,J(n, +l)(n,+ l))“x(g,,,J(mx+l)(ny+ l))“A 
TIlen h,, divides g, arrd in particular gcd(j; g) # 1 in Z[X, Y]. 
Proof. Suppose that gcd( .t; g) = 1. This implies that the resultant R E Z[ Y] off and 
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g is unequal to zero. Using the result from [4] we find that 
_I_- -- 
(3.9) IRI < (.fmax &n,& lj(r;y+l))my(g ,,,4( m,y + I )( ny + I ,p, 
where @I denotes the Euclidean length of the vector identified with R. Since 
(h mod( pk, S,,.)) divides both (f mod( pk, S,,.)) and (g mod( pk, S,,,)), the poly- 
nomials f and g have a nontrivial common divisor in Z[X, VI/( pl‘, S,,,. ), so that R 
must be zero modulo ( pk, S,,, ). The polynomial ( Y - s)“’ ” cannot divide R, because 
this would imply, with 119, Theorem I], that \s\“l+’ < \R\, which is, combined with 
(3.9), a contradiction with (3.7). Therefore, (R mod( Y - #‘b.+‘) has to be zero 
module pk. Using induction on ny + 1 we prove that 
(R mod( y-s)‘~ “jmirh(2 RmaR(I +(I +Is\)‘~ t’)“~(‘Jh t”‘xT “, 
so that, with R,,;,, or [RI and (3.8). (R mod( Y-s)“’ “) cannot be zero mod& pl‘. 
We conclude that gcd(.f; g i f I. 
Suppose that h,, does not divide R. So h,, does not divide Y = gcd( .I; R). so that 
(h mod( pk, S,,,, j) divides ((j*/ r)mod( pk, S,,, )). Because &f/r divides .fi we find from 
[3] that C.f’/ I-)~;,~ s e”‘ ’ “) j,;,, . This implies that the above reasoning applies to . f/r 
and the same polynomial g in L, snd we find gcd( j”/ r, .y) f 1 I This is a contradiction 
with r = gcd( .f, g ), since j’ is square-free. il 
Proof. To prove the ‘if’-part, assume that (32) and (3.8) hold with g,,,,,, replaced 
by b,,;,,. According to PropositiolL3.6 this implies that II,, divides 6, so that h,,~ L. 
To prove the ‘only K-part, assume that h,,~ l!.. Because h,, divides .I; we find from 
[3] that ( IT,,)m,l, ‘-= e’I\ “I) f; ,,,, \. , ,__ :_ So th?re exists a nonzero vector in I- with Euclidean 
length bounded by t’ ICI ~“1 + “).I; ,,.,,. Application of (2.1 ) yields that 
3’ ‘I ” ?\. $‘\ * “l.f;,l_,x’ Combined with the ;tbo~e choices of s and k, this implies 
that (3.7) and ! 7.8) hold with g replaced by h. i 1 
fkwription of the algorithm 
In this section we present the polynomial-time algorithm to factorize .f: First we 
Gt’ WI algcarithm to determine the fxtor z? 6. II (,, @en 61, s and 11. After th;it. we will 
WC hou p and .v haye to be chosen. 
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3. IO, with r)lX and my replaced by n, - I and S ylc(f) respectively: 
(4.2) (s(“y+’ > (e”x’“+&,,J( rtrx + l)( ny + l))nx--’ 
x(2 (M-I)/2 - JM e"x'"vS,,,~)"x, 
where M = (nx - I)(++ l)+Sylc(f)+ 1. 
We describe an algorithm that determines ho, the up to sign unique irreducible 
factor off such that (h mod( p, SO)) divides (h, mod( p, So)) in (Z/pZ)[X]. 
We may assume that d = i&h < nx. Take k minimal such that the condition from 
Proposition 3.10 is satisfied, with r)lx and my replaced by nx - 1 and S,lc(f) 
respeitivel y : 
(4.3) pk ) (en%+” b f*JG,\ + l)(ny + l))“.+ 
x(2 
(&f-l)/? -ebry+ny JM fmaxVlnX(ny+l))~~~(l+(1+~~~)“v+l)2ny~nx~’~. 
Next modify h in such a way that (3.2) holds for this value of k; because of (3.4) 
this can be done by means of Heusel’s lemma [I 11. 
Appl~i Proposition 2.1 to the M-dimensional attice L as defined in (3.5) for each 
of the values of M=?&+l)+l,I(nY+l)-1 2,...,I(ny+l)+Sylc(f)+l,(Z+I) 
(n~+l)+l,...,Q;, - l)( ~t,~ + 1) + S,.lc(f)+ 1 in successit,n (so, for mx = I, I+ 
I 9 * l ’ . ns - 1 in succession and for every value of m, the values my = 
0, l,..., 6,.lc(f) in succession). But stop as soon as a vector 6 is found satisfying 
(3.7) and (3.8) with g replaced by 6. 
If such a vector 6 is found for a certain value of M( mx = mxO and my = myO), 
then we know from Proposition 3.10 that hO~ L. Since we try the values of M in 
succession, this implies that 6xll0= mxo and &,Jc[h = myo. By Proposition 3.6, ho 
divides 6, so that &b = mxo and 6,Ic( 6) = m YQ. So :I = ch, for some c E H, but ho E L 
and 6 belongs to a basis for L, so 6 = *ho. 
If we did not find such a vector 6, then Proposit& Ii. 10 implies that Gxho > nx - 1, 
so that ho=J because f is primitive. 
This finishes the description of algorithm (4.1). 
4.4. Proposition. Denote 6~) mxo = &ho the degree in X of the irreducible factor ho 
off that is jbund by algorithm (4.1). Then the number of arithmetic operations needed 
by algorithm (4.1) is 0(m.y&v~n5y+ n$n”,, log(fmax)+ n$n”Y log(lsl)+ nLn”Y log p)) 
crnd the integers on which these operations have to be performed each have binary 
length G{ninf,+n?,n,, log(j~;,,)+n’,n~~log(~sl)+nxny logp). 
Proof. Let MI be the largest value of M for which Proposition 2.1 is applied; so 
Ml = 0( mxony). It follows from Propcsition 2.1 that the number of operations 
needed for the applications of the basis reduction algorithm for I( n y + I. ) + 1 s M s 
M, is equal to the number of operations needed for M = MI only. Assuming that 
the co&icients of the initial basis for L are reduced modulo pk, we find using (4.3), 
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that the following holds for the bound B on the length of these vectors: 
log B = 0(& ny + n,y 10g(Smax) + n,&, log(l+ + log P)- 
With M, = 0( mx,,nv) and Proposition 2.1 this gives the estimates in Proposition 4.4. 
The verification that the same estimates are valid for the application of Hensel’s 
iemma is straightforward [1 I]. Cl 
We now describe how s and p have to be chosen. First, s must be chosen such 
that (f mod( Y - s)) ==f( X, s) remains square-free, and suchn that (4.2) holds. The 
resultant R off and its derivative f with respect o X is a nonzero polynomial in 
H[ Y] of degree sny(2nx - 1). Therefore, we can find in 0( nsn,-) trials the minimal 
integer s such that s is nok a zero of R, and such that (4.2) holds. It is easily verified 
that log( IsI) = 0( nzx. + fl.x log(Lnax)). 
Next we choose p as the smallest prime number not dividing the resultant of 
_f( X, s) and J’( X, s). S’ ince log(+f( X, s),;,,) = 0(&n,. + nsnb log(~f~,,~,,~), it follows 
as in the proof of [7, (3.6)] that p = 0( nLny + nt n,. log(.h,,,)). 
The complete factorization of (f mod( p, S,,)) can be determined by means of 
Rerlekamp’s algorithm [6, Section 4.6.21; notice that (3.4) holds for every factor 
(h mod( p, So)) of (J mod( p, So)), because of the choice of pv and that this factoriz- 
ation can be found in polynomial-time, because of the bound on p. The algorithm 
to factorize _I’ completely now follows by repeated application of algorithm (4.1). 
The above bounds on log(Isl) and p, combined with Proposition 4.4 and the fact 
that a factor I: off satisfies log( g,,,:,,) = 0( II,\ + nj. + log(.f;,,,,)) [3], yields the follow- 
ing theorem. 
5. Conclusion 
We have shown that basically the samt! ideas that were used for the polynomial- 
time algorithm for factoring in Z[X], lead to a polynomial-time factoring algorithm 
in Z&Y, I’] (Theorem 43). Our method can be generalized to polynomials in 
Z[X,. x,, . * . , X,] for any fixed t :- 2. TIM evaluation k’ = .f is then replaced by 
l x, = s_1, AT, = s.3, . . . , X, - s, ), where the :i, c H have to satisfy conditions similar to 
MZ). It will not be surprising that in this case the estimates bwome rather compli- 
cated 1x1. 
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